Main question

Sustainable community school development, the role of practice based research:
  * Evidence based research
  * Design based research
Practice based research?

Bridging the gap between theory and practice
Evidence Based Research
Design Based Research

Valuable, usable solutions for meaningful problems

Building theory, innovation and improvement
Learning community triangle
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An example of DBR

• Pedagogical Power in the Community, changes the ‘Open Window School’ Groningen

I introduce Tonny van den Berg
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Our main question

How to work together on sustainable CS development?
Our main dilemmas, questions
• Education versus child care (out of school time), learning versus upbringing, time to learn time to play
• Compulsory or free participation in out of school time

Conditions
• Room and space for children (material and immaterial)
• New leadership
• New professional
• Collaboration with universities